
Undo Ageing
Hello, my name is Dr Bhatia. I am a NHS GP, wellbeing consultant and
the founder of Humble (an organisation that helps bring out our best).

How old do you feel?
Time marches on and yet we all age differently. With grace, age brings
wisdom and compassion but often disability and disease too.
However, emerging science is changing our understanding of ageing.
“You don't stop playing because you grow old,
you grow old because you stop playing” George Bernard Shaw

Age is not a number
Our biological age is not just the number of years we have lived
but also about how we have lived. Our epigenetics (proteins
that shape our DNA) are altered by how we live, thus holding
the story of our lives.  So the better we live, the healthier our
epigenetics and the more graceful we age. Unfortunately many
modern pressures (poor sleep, diet, exercise, stress, toxins)
accelerate the ageing process and cause disease. *
*Lifespan -Dr D Sinclair &  True age - Dr M Levine

Turning back the clock
The good news is that we can slow and even reverse some of the
damage that ages us and potentially undo many diseases too!
Put simply when we live well, we feel alive and do good.

Perhaps we can help?
Perhaps we can help? Combining holistic insights, pioneering science and
simple practices, we offer support if you would like to age with grace and
reduce the burden of future disease for you and your family.

Get in touch at www.humble.info
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Undo Ageing
We help you repair and rejuvenate with 4 levels of support adaptable to suit you.
They are not a substitute for medical care but rather complementary in addressing
physiological and psychological ageing as the root cause of many diseases.

Live well
Sleep, Move, Nourish and Soothe, these 4
simple skills transform your body, trigger
rejuvenation and wind back the clock while
you sleep!  And they feel good too!
“I feel alive again” Mr JE after 4 weeks

Harmonise
Every cell in our body has its own 24 hour clock that needs to be synchronised.
When the rhythms go well we are naturally nourished, so we help you healthily
plan your day and seasons. Coming soon - tests to track your biological age.

Stress and reset
We evolved in difficult times and are designed to rise to challenges (cold,
hunger, exercise). The adversity triggers “hormesis”, a process of body repair
and restoration. So we help you balance stress and rest to bring out your best.

Pills, potions, poisons and purpose
We live in complex times, amidst ageing chemicals (alcohol, caffeine, UPF,
toxins, pollution) and new drugs that may delay our ageing processes. As your
guides we don't preach or prescribe, but rather help you navigate your choices
by clarifying your purpose and informing you with integrity.

To find out more get in touch at www.humble.info
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